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Abstract
In this paper, we aim to account for the distribution and interpretation of a novel class
of free choice items in Romanian, which we refer to as additive free choice items
(ADD-FCIs). We show that the internal composition of ADD-FCIs, as well as their
distribution, differs from that attested for other free choice paradigms discussed in the
literature. Morphologically, ADD-FCIs are a more complex variant of regular univer-
sal FCIs, by virtue of an additional morpheme. This morpheme plays an additive role
when it functions as a stand-alone particle, and we propose that its role is similarly
additive when it functions as an infix in ADD-FCIs. Couched in an exhaustification
framework, we put forward a novel compositional account that can derive the inter-
pretation of these ADD-FCIs. As for their distribution, these elements are only found
in the presence of the conditional mood, as well as unconditional structures. We show
how our analysis, coupled with the Viability Constraint used to explain the distribu-
tion of regular FCIs, can also account for their restricted distribution. In doing so,
we further show how the pattern we investigate opens new perspectives regarding the
licensing of free choice items in unconditionals.

Keywords Free choice · Additives · Disjunction · Exhaustification · Alternatives ·
Mood · Unconditionals

1 Data of interest

In many languages free choice items (FCIs), that is, items typically licensed in modal
contexts such as (1a) with a possibility modal, can also occur in dislocated clauses
known as unconditionals, illustrated in (1b). This is illustrated below with the Hun-
garian item akárki ‘anyone’ (examples due to Szabolcsi 2019, p. 321):
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(1) a. Akárki
FCI

telefonálhat.
call.may

‘Anyone may call.’
b. Akárki

FCI

telefonált,
called

elbeszélgettünk.
chatted.we

‘Whoever called, we chatted.’

In this paper, we aim to better understand the connection between the two kinds
of contexts in (1) by investigating a novel class of free choice items in Romanian,
namely the bolded elements in (2), which we refer to as additive free choice items
(ADD-FCIs) for reasons which will become clear shortly.

(2) a. Orişicine
ADD-FCI

ar
COND.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever may call today, I’m busy.’
b. Orişicum

ADD-FCI

ai
COND.2SG

da-o,
give-it

situaţia
situation

e
is

gravă.
dire

‘However you may look at it, the situation is dire.’

As first brought up in Fălăuş and Nicolae (2019), ADD-FCIs differ from other free
choice paradigms studied to date in two respects: (i) they have a more complex in-
ternal composition and (ii) they have a more restricted distribution. We argue that the
two properties are connected.

Morphologically, ADD-FCIs have the internal composition in (i), which is a more
complex variant of the regular universal free choice items in Romanian, whose com-
position is given in (ii):

(i) ADD-FCIs: the disjunction ori + the additive/scalar particle şi + a wh-word.
(ii) FCIs: the disjunction ori + a wh-word.

Before we discuss the properties of ADD-FCIs, let us take a closer look at each of
their components. Ori is a disjunctive particle that can occur either on its own or be
reduplicated to express a disjunctive utterance, as shown in (3); it can disjoin any
syntactic constituents, including questions (examples omitted).

(3) Ana
Ana

a
has

mâncat
eaten

(ori)
DISJ

salată
salad

ori
DISJ

supă.
soup

‘Ana ate (either) salad or soup.’

As shown in (ii) above, the disjunctive element ori can productively combine on its
own with a wh-word, giving rise to universal free choice items (FCIs) like oricine =
DISJ+who ‘anyone’ or orice = DISJ+what ‘any(thing)’ (e.g., Farkas 2013; Caponigro
and Fălăuş 2018).

(4) a. Oricine
FCI

poate
can.3SG

veni
come

la
to

petrecere.
party

‘Anyone can come to the party.’
b. Alege

pick.IMP.2SG

orice
FCI

carte
book

îţi
you.REFL

place!
like

‘Pick any book you like!’
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Table 1 Wh-based free choice paradigms in Romanian

wh-word FCIs (DISJ+WH) ADD-FCIs (DISJ+ADD+WH)

cine ‘who’ oricine orişicine

care ‘which’ oricare orişicare

ce ‘what’ orice orişice

când ‘when’ oricând orişicând

cum ‘how’ oricum orişicum

cât ‘how much’ oricât orişicât

unde ‘where’ oriunde orişiunde

de ce ‘why’ ✗ ✗

Note that in Romanian, bare wh-phrases in non-interrogative contexts cannot act as
quantifiers, i.e., Romanian doesn’t allow sentences like *Poate veni cine, lit. ‘can
come who’ (see Caponigro and Fălăuş 2018 for discussion). A morphologically richer
paradigm has to be used instead, e.g., Poate veni oricine ‘Anyone can come’, with the
wh-based FCI oricine ‘anyone, whoever’ in (4), or Poate veni cineva ‘Someone can
come’, with the wh-based -va existential series such as cineva ‘someone’ (see, e.g.,
Farkas 2013).

The second element entering the composition of ADD-FCIs is the particle şi. This
particle can function as a conjunctive element (which can conjoin any syntactic con-
stituents and can also be reduplicated) as in (5a), but also as an additive particle as
in (5b) and as a scalar particle as in (5c).1 Anticipating our analysis, we gloss this
element as ADD throughout.

(5) a. Ana
Ana

a
has

mâncat
eaten

(şi)
ADD

salată
salad

şi
ADD

supă.
soup

‘Ana ate (both) salad and soup.’
b. Ana

Ana
a
has

mâncat
eaten

şi
ADD

salată.
salad

‘Ana ate salad too.’
c. Şi

ADD

Ana
Ana

a
has

venit
come

la
to

petrecere.
party

‘Even Ana came to the party.’

Unlike ori, the particle şi cannot, on its own, morphologically combine with a wh-
word (*şi-cine). The particle şi can combine with a wh-word only as long as the
disjunctive particle is also present (DISJ+ADD+WH). This pattern is fully productive
in Romanian—all FCIs double as ADD-FCIs, as shown by the paradigms given in
Table 1.

Turning now to their distribution, ADD-FCIs and universal FCIs partially overlap
in their distribution, as illustrated by their acceptability in unconditional structures,
as shown in (6):

1This scalar meaning can be reinforced via the addition of a concessive particle până/chiar ‘really’.
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(6) a. {Oricine/
FCI

Orişicine}
ADD-FCI

ar
COND.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever may call today, I’m busy.’
b. {Oricum/

FCI

Orişicum}
ADD-FCI

ai
COND.2SG

da-o,
give-it

situaţia
situation

e
is

gravă.
dire

‘However you may look at it, the situation is dire.’

Meaning-wise, the difference is that ADD-FCIs have an emphatic effect, conveying
that even extreme or unlikely cases should be considered. For instance, the use of
the ADD-FCI in (6a) conveys that even if the queen of England were to call, I still
wouldn’t be available.

In addition to this meaning difference, there are also distributional differences.
First, unlike regular FCIs, ADD-FCIs are ruled out from typical free choice envi-
ronments, such as (7a) with a possibility modal verb. Second, even in unconditional
constructions, ADD-FCIs require conditional mood marking, as attested by the con-
trast between their acceptability in (6) and their unacceptability in an unconditional
with the indicative future in (7b), where the regular FCI is licensed:2

(7) a. Poţi
can.2SG

alege
choose

{orice/
FCI

*orişice}.
ADD-FCI

‘You can choose anything.’
b. {Oricine/

FCI

*orişicine}
ADD-FCI

va
FUT.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever is going to call today, I’m busy.’

Finally, let us note that for most of our informants the conditional mood on its own
is not sufficient to license ADD-FCIs; these speakers find (8) unacceptable, an other-
wise ideal licensing environment for a regular FCI.

(8) Mi-e
me-is

aşa
so

de
of

foame
hunger

acum
now

că
that

aş
COND.1SG

mânca
eat

{orice/
FCI

*orişice}.
ADD-FCI

‘I am so hungry right now that I would eat anything.’

Taking stock, ADD-FCIs contribute an emphatic component to the overall meaning
and have two puzzling distributional properties: (i) they are restricted to uncondi-
tionals, and (ii) they can only occur in the presence of the conditional mood. In this
paper, we offer a compositional account of ADD-FCIs and argue that their restricted
distribution and interpretation result from a requirement introduced by the element
that sets them apart from regular FCIs, namely the particle şi.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we situate the pattern under investiga-
tion with respect to other free choice paradigms discussed in the literature. In Sect. 3,

2According to reference grammars, the Romanian verbal system marks the following moods: the indica-
tive, the subjunctive, the conditional, and the imperative (see a full description in Pană Dindelegan 2013,
Ch. 2). Present conditional forms are made up of an auxiliary form (which most authors take to originate in
the verb a avea ‘to have’), fully inflected for person and number, plus the bare infinitive form of the verb,
e.g. aş veni ‘I would come’. The forms of the perfect conditional are made up of the conditional auxiliary,
followed by the infinitive of fi ‘be’ and the invariable participle of the verb, e.g. aş fi venit ‘I would have
come’.
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we adopt an alternative-based theory of FCIs and show how their universal meaning
can be derived within this framework, followed by a discussion of their licensing in
modal environments. In Sect. 4, we focus on the licensing of FCIs in unconditionals.
Sect. 5 offers a compositional account for ADD-FCIs, which derives their emphatic
meaning and the conditional mood requirement. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes with a
number of open questions for future research.

2 The relevance of ADD-FCIs

The properties of ADD-FCIs in Romanian are, to our knowledge, unattested else-
where in the realm of free choice or wh-based elements. We show that they can
further our understanding of the meaning contribution of various kinds of particles
across polarity-sensitive paradigms, as well as that of the relation between uncondi-
tionals and typical free choice environments. To see the relevance of ADD-FCIs more
clearly, it is useful to look briefly at the use of particles in the internal composition of
FCIs attested cross-linguistically, as well as the distribution of FCIs in uncondition-
als discussed in the literature. This helps flesh out the issues raised by the ADD-FCI
paradigm investigated in this paper.

2.1 Particles and free choice paradigms

It is by now well-documented that quantificational and polarity-sensitive paradigms
cross-linguistically include various connectives, as well as additive and scalar par-
ticles (e.g., Haspelmath 1997; Lahiri 1998; Chierchia 2013; Szabolcsi et al. 2014;
Szabolcsi 2018; Mitrović 2021). Their frequent use in similar paradigms across typo-
logically unrelated languages has led to compositional analyses which aim to provide
a unified semantics for these particles in their various roles. As far as FCIs (some of
which double as negative polarity items) are concerned, they fall under two main mor-
phological patterns.3 One group is represented by languages with FCIs where a dis-
junctive particle combines with an indefinite or a wh-word, a pattern we have already
illustrated with the Romanian regular FCIs in Table 1. Haspelmath (1997, p. 166)
mentions a few other languages where FCIs include a wh-word and an element trans-
latable as ‘or’: Korean, Hungarian, Russian, Basque, Latvian, Ossetic, Hausa, and
West Greenlandic. The other group is represented by FCIs that include an indefi-
nite or a wh-word plus a conjunctive or a focus-sensitive particle (additive ‘also, too’
or scalar ‘even’). Well-known examples include Hindi ek bhii lit. ‘also/even+one’ or
Malayalam aarum lit. ‘and/also/even+who’ (see, e.g., Haspelmath 1997; Lahiri 1998;
Jayaseelan 2001; Slade 2011; Szabolcsi 2018 for discussion and further examples).

3Here we focus on word-level composition and set aside more complex paradigms, such as free choice
constructions involving various verbal forms, e.g., ‘want’ (Spanish cualquiera), ‘it may be’ (French wh +
que ce soit, Italian qualsiasi), ‘no matter’ (French n’importe + wh). For further examples and discussion,
see, e.g., Haspelmath (1997).
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Some of the existing analyses of these free choice patterns derive their mean-
ing compositionally and explain the meaning contribution of each particle (see, e.g.,
Caponigro and Fălăuş 2018 for Romanian FCIs involving a wh-word and a disjunc-
tive particle). A common feature of these analyses is that the free choice behavior is
ultimately attributed to the disjunctive particle, although the exact implementation of
this idea varies. The pattern we discuss in this paper is more complex and involves a
previously unobserved combination of particles, with both a disjunctive and an addi-
tive particle. Consequently, none of the current accounts of the semantic contribution
of particles across polarity-sensitive paradigms applies straightforwardly, especially
since there is no fully compositional account that we know of which explains the
role of the conjunctive/focus-sensitive particle in examples such as those mentioned
above. If both the disjunctive and the additive particle can trigger free choice be-
havior, what happens when they combine? The challenge in the case of ADD-FCIs
is thus twofold: on the one hand, we need to understand how the different elements
combine and end up affecting the restricted distribution of ADD-FCIs; on the other
hand, we want to determine how the meaning of the disjunctive and the additive
particle at the word-internal level compares with their meaning elsewhere in the lan-
guage.

Note that it is not uncommon to find free choice and polarity-sensitive paradigms
whose morphological makeup includes particle combinations, with one of the parti-
cles being an additive element. In Hungarian for example, the additive particle is can
optionally participate in the composition of various negative polarity items and FCIs,
i.e., akárki (is) lit. ‘or-who too’, bárki (is) lit. ‘or-who too’, valaki (is) lit. ‘some-who
too’ (Halm 2016; Szabolcsi 2018). German wer auch (immer) lit. ‘who also always’
and Dutch wie (dan) ook lit. ‘who then also’ or wie ook (maar) lit. ‘who also only’ are
other cases in point (Haspelmath 1997). The data available in the literature suggests
that these paradigms differ from the ADD-FCIs examined in this paper in at least
two respects: first, one of the particles is optional and second, one of the particles
(or the particle combination) can be separated from the wh-element. To our knowl-
edge, there is no detailed investigation of the distribution of these morphologically
complex paradigms or the way their distribution connects with the presence of the
additive particle.

The morphological pattern exhibited by ADD-FCIs, with both a disjunctive and an
additive particle present at word-level, enriches the current cross-linguistic picture of
particles used in free choice paradigms and may shed new light on their role. We show
that the analysis of ADD-FCIs can help further our understanding of whether these
particles have a uniform meaning contribution across their various uses, as affixes
and stand-alone elements.

2.2 Unconditionals and free choice

In Sect. 1, we saw that both FCIs and ADD-FCIs in Romanian are licensed in uncon-
ditionals, i.e., sentences like those in (9):

(9) Whoever comes to the party, it will be fun.
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Rawlins (2008, 2013) uses the term ‘constituent unconditional’ to describe this type
of structure, while the typological literature (e.g., Haspelmath and König 1998) refers
to them as ‘universal concessive clauses’.4

There seems to be quite a lot of variation in the way unconditionals are realized
cross-linguistically (see Haspelmath and König 1998 for an overview of strategies
used in the languages of Europe). However, there are a number of recurring morpho-
syntactic elements, which turn out to be relevant for our understanding of ADD-
FCIs. The first one is the presence of an adjunct wh-clause, with a (bare or modified)
wh-word that is typically fronted. The second ingredient that is pervasive in uncon-
ditionals across languages is a focus-sensitive particle akin to ‘also’ or ‘even’, e.g.,
Dutch ook, German auch, Greek ke, Bulgarian i.5 Finally, many languages use condi-
tional or subjunctive mood in unconditionals. These elements do not necessarily co-
occur, although they might. For instance, in addition to the fronted (bare) wh-word,
the Dutch unconditional in (10a) uses the focus-sensitive particle ook (but no special
mood), the French one in (10b) uses the subjunctive mood (but no particle), whereas
in Greek and Kannada, we see both the particle and the mood markers (11a-b).

(10) a. Dutch (Haspelmath and Konig 1998, p. 611)

Waar
where

ze
she

ook
also

maar
only

heen
to

gaat,
goes

hij
he

zal
will

haar
her

nooit
never

verlaten.
leave

‘Wherever she goes, he will never leave her.’
b. French

Quoi
what

que
that

(ce
it

soit
be.SUBJ

que)
that

je
I

fasse,
do.SUBJ

la
the

situation
situation

reste
stays

compliquée.
complicated

‘Whatever (it is that) I do, the situation remains complicated.’

(11) a. Greek (Haspelmath and Konig 1998, p. 611)

Opudipote
REL-where-ever

ke
also

na
SUBJ

pái,
goes

aftós
he

poté
ever

den
not

ta
FUT

tin
her

engatalípsi.
will.leave

‘Wherever she goes, he will never leave her.’

4Rawlins also discusses other well-documented types of unconditionals across languages, e.g., so-called
headed unconditionals, e.g., No matter/Regardless of who comes to the party, it will be fun, and alternative
unconditionals, e.g., Whether Alfonso or Joanna comes to the party, it will be fun. To this, we can add
doubling unconditionals, e.g., Venga quien venga, estaré contento ‘Whoever comes, I’ll be happy’, most
recently discussed in Šimík (2019). In Romanian, all these types of unconditionals are realized by con-
structions that are unrelated to free choice items, so we set them aside in the rest of the paper. Accordingly,
we use the term ‘unconditionals’ as an abbreviation for ‘constituent unconditionals’.
5Constituent unconditionals should also be distinguished from concessive conditional clauses, like those
in (i), which contain an overt conditional clause preceded by a scalar particle:

(i) Even if someone uninvited comes, the party will be fun.

We do not discuss the differences between the two constructions in this paper (but see Haspelmath and
König 1998; Quer 2001; Balusu 2019; Erlewine 2020 for relevant discussion). We simply note that in
Romanian, both FCIs and ADD-FCIs are ruled out from this type of conditional.
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b. Kannada (Haspelmath 1997, p. 136)

Avalu
she

estu
how.much

heei-d-ar-uu
tell-PAST-COND-even

keel-al-ee
listen-INF-EMPH

illa.
NEG

‘However much she was told, she didn’t listen.’

The Romanian data we investigate in this paper has all these ingredients, although
the internal composition of ADD-FCIs (with an additive particle as an infix in a wh-
based free choice item) and the conditional mood requirement are, to our knowledge,
previously unobserved. We show that each one of these elements ends up contributing
to the interpretation and the restricted distribution of ADD-FCIs.

Moving to the interpretation of unconditionals, Rawlins (2008) identifies a num-
ber of key semantic properties in his detailed study of English unconditionals. Most
notably, they come with an implication that the choice of alternative in the antecedent
does not matter, a property referred to as ‘relational indifference’. A related observa-
tion is that unconditionals entail their consequent: the sentence in (9), for example,
entails that the party will be fun. Finally, unconditionals can have a speaker-ignorance
implication, as evidenced by the incompatibility with a namely continuation (a test
first used in Dayal 1997 for -ever free relative clauses), as shown in (12).

(12) Whoever comes to the party (# namely Alfonso), it will be fun.

The way these inferences are derived varies in the literature, depending on whether
unconditionals are assumed to be akin to questions (Rawlins 2008, 2013; Hirsch
2016; Šimík 2019, 2020) or akin to free relatives (Izvorski 2000; Bhatt and Pancheva
2017). The compositional details differ, but the standard view is that unconditionals
are ultimately equivalent to a set of conditionals, where the consequent remains con-
stant across alternatives: the unconditional in (9) for example comes out as true if all
conditionals of the form If x comes to the party, it will be fun (where x ranges over
relevant individuals) are true.

The work on the modal inferences characterizing unconditionals has led to a re-
cent line of investigation exploring unified analyses of unconditionals and free choice
phenomena across languages (Balusu 2019; Szabolcsi 2019; Gonzalez and Lohiniva
2020). This is empirically supported by the fact that most wh-based indefinites used
in unconditionals are also acceptable in typical free choice environments (and some-
times negative polarity contexts as well). In Sect. 1 we already illustrated this for
FCIs in Hungarian and Romanian and (13) provides further examples from Italian
and French, where the free choice elements qualunque and quoi que ce soit, which
can be used in unconditionals, are licensed by a possibility modal.

(13) a. Puoi
can.2SG

leggere
read

qualunque
FCI

libro.
book

‘You can read any book.’
b. Marie

Marie
peut
can.3SG

lire
read

quoi
FCI

que ce soit.

‘Marie can read anything.’
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Table 2 The distribution of free choice items

FC environments Unconditionals

oricine (Rom), akárki (Hun), quoi que ce soit (Fr), qualunque (It), etc. ✓ ✓

anything (En) ✓ ✗

orişicine (Rom) ✗ ✓

Interestingly however, the connection between free choice items and unconditionals
is not free of restrictions. In particular, it has been observed that free choice any
cannot be used, or is at best marginal in unconditionals (Szabolcsi 2019):

(14) a. You may bring anything you like to the potluck.
b. ??Anything you bring to the potluck, the guests will be happy.
c. ??Anyone you invite to the party, it will be fun.

This paper brings to light the opposite pattern: Romanian ADD-FCIs are items that
are licensed only in unconditionals and are ruled out from typical free choice envi-
ronments, e.g., modal contexts, generic statements, imperatives. The cross-linguistic
picture that needs to be accounted for thus is as in Table 2.

This distribution raises a number of questions: What makes unconditionals such
suitable licensing environments for FCIs across languages? What is responsible for
the restricted patterns observed for English any and Romanian ADD-FCIs? More
generally, can the investigation of free choice items lead to a better understanding of
the semantics of unconditionals?6

Until recently, free choice items and unconditionals have been studied mostly sep-
arately. However, the existence of numerous paradigms across languages occurring
in both free choice environments and unconditionals suggests that we need to de-
velop unified analyses. This is the path we pursue as we build our proposal for the
restricted distribution of ADD-FCIs. Specifically, we aim to explain the similarities
and differences in the interpretation of the following sentences:

(15) a. Oricine
FCI

poate
can.3SG

veni.
come

‘Anyone may come.’
b. Oricine

FCI

va
FUT.3SG

veni,
come

va
FUT.3SG

fi
be

frumos.
nice

‘Whoever comes, it will be nice.’
c. Orişicine

ADD-FCI

ar
COND.3SG

veni,
come

va
FUT.3SG

fi
be

frumos.
nice

‘Whoever may come, it will be nice.’

6The cross-linguistic picture in Table 2 raises the question of where elements like whoever fit in this table,
given that they are productively used in unconditionals and give rise to modal inferences when occurring
in -ever free relative clauses (ever-FRs). The relation between ever-FRs and FCIs cross-linguistically is
an open issue, whose consideration lies beyond the scope of this paper. For references and discussion, see,
e.g., Hirsch (2016), Caponigro and Fălăuş (2018) and Šimík (2020).
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The literature on free choice items is vast and complex (see Alonso-Ovalle and
Menéndez-Benito 2020 for a recent overview), but to our knowledge, the existing
analyses typically do not consider their licensing in unconditionals. The recent pro-
posals in Balusu (2019), Szabolcsi (2019) and Gonzalez and Lohiniva (2020) are
notable exceptions in this respect. In what follows, we account for the patterns in
(15) by adopting and adapting the analysis in Szabolcsi (2019), which builds on re-
cent alternative-based approaches to free choice and polarity sensitivity (Dayal 2013;
Chierchia 2013) to provide a unified treatment for the licensing of the Hungarian
akár-paradigm in free choice environments and unconditionals.

3 A compositional account of regular FCIs

In this section, we introduce our assumptions about regular FCIs, providing the
ingredients needed for the analysis of ADD-FCIs to be developed in Sect. 5 and
staying close to the account in Szabolcsi (2019). We adopt an alternatives-and-
exhaustification approach to free choice inferences and focus on two core properties
of universal free choice items: (i) the universal-like interpretation (Sect. 3.1) and (ii)
the restricted distribution to modal contexts (Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Deriving the universal component

FCIs such as any are known to acquire a universal-like interpretation in most contexts
where they are licensed and convey a free choice effect. Accordingly, the modalized
statement in (16a) conveys that all (contextually relevant) friends are permitted possi-
bilities (16b), which for a domain of friends that includes Ana, Betty and Carla ends
up being equivalent to the conjunctive statement in (16c):

(16) a. Jenny can visit any friend.
b. For every friend x, there is an accessible world where Jenny visits x.
c. Jenny can visit Ana, she can visit Betty and she can visit Carla.

To derive this interpretation, we adopt the approach in Fox (2007) to free choice
inferences for disjunctions and existential quantifiers (see Meyer 2020 for a more
recent overview of the phenomenon). To offer a quick recap, the puzzle posed by
free choice inferences is that the use of disjunction with a possibility modal like in
(17a) gives rise to a stronger quasi-conjunctive reading, as in (17b). This FC inference
cannot be derived by standard semantic or even pragmatic machinery.

(17) a. Jenny can visit Ana or Betty. �a ∨ �b
b. Jenny can visit Ana and she can visit Betty. �a ∧ �b

Fox (2007) argues that the FC inference can and should be derived in the grammar,
on a par with scalar implicatures. Within the grammatical approach to scalar impli-
catures, as laid out in Chierchia et al. (2012), implicatures arise as the result of a
syntactic ambiguity resolution in favor of an LF which contains a covert exhaustivity
operator EXH (building on work in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984; Chierchia 2004;
Spector 2006; Fox 2007, among others). EXH is a two-place operator which takes
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a proposition as its first argument (‘prejacent’) and a set of alternatives as its sec-
ond argument. Scalar elements activate alternatives and the grammar integrates these
alternatives within the meaning of the utterance by means of this exhaustification op-
erator which is similar to overt only in that it negates all stronger alternatives. There
are two important caveats: (i) unlike only, this operator also asserts the truth of its
prejacent, and (ii) stronger alternatives are negated but only as long as no contradic-
tion results when their negation is conjoined with the assertion. These two points are
encoded in its semantics below where IE(p, Alt(p)) is meant to pick out those alter-
natives which are innocently excludable, that is, whose negation does not lead to a
contradiction when conjoined with the assertion:

(18) �EXH�(Alt)(p) = pw ∧ ∀q [q∈IE(p, Alt(p))→ ¬ qw]
where IE(p, Alt(p)) = ∩ {C′⊂Alt(p): C′ is a max subset of Alt(p) s.t.

{¬q : q∈C′} ∪ {p} is consistent}

In the case of a disjunction, the first question to ask is what the relevant alternatives
are. In order to derive its scalar implicature, the conjunctive alternative becomes rel-
evant, and the result of applying EXH is the strengthened exclusive interpretation that
only one of the disjuncts is true.

(19) EXH [Jenny visited Ana or Betty]
let a = �Jenny visited Ana� and b = �Jenny visited Betty�

a. Alt(�Jenny visited Ana or Betty�) = {a∨b, a∧b}
b. �EXH [Jenny visited Ana or Betty]� = (a∨b)∧¬(a∧b)

Returning to the FC inference of modalized disjunctive sentences, the relevant al-
ternatives have been argued to be the individual disjuncts (Sauerland 2004; Alonso-
Ovalle 2006). Unlike in the case above, however, these alternatives cannot both be
negated without giving rise to a contradiction, and neither one is on its own inno-
cently excludable.

Following an insight by Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) that the strengthened
meanings of the individual alternatives are actually relevant, Fox (2007), as well as
Alonso-Ovalle (2006) and Chierchia (2006), albeit within a different framework, pro-
pose that the relevant alternatives are the enriched, pre-exhaustified alternatives in
(20a). These pre-exhaustified alternatives amount to saying that it’s only the case that
a is possible, and it’s only the case that b is possible. Taking as a concrete example
(17), the alternatives are that Jenny can visit Ana but not Betty and that Jenny can
visit Betty but not Ana. Negating these alternatives, in conjunction with the asser-
tion, amounts to the conjunctive FC interpretation that Jenny can visit Ana and she
can visit Betty.7

7For the purposes of deriving the FC inference we disregarded the scalar implicature, but note that its
presence is crucial. The reason for this is that in its absence we would predict FC implicatures to arise just
as easily for non-modalized sentences; in other words, we would derive a conjunctive interpretation for
plain disjunctive sentences. If, however, the scalar implicature is computed, the negation of the enriched
alternatives cannot be added consistently: not only a and not only b are inconsistent with a or b and not
both. Crucially this inconsistency does not arise in the case above where the disjunction is embedded under
a possibility modal.
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(20) EXH [Jenny can visit Ana or Betty]

a. Alt(�Jenny can visit Ana or Betty�) = {EXH�(a∨b), EXH�a, EXH�b}
= {�(a∨b), �a∧¬�b, �b∧¬�a}

b. �EXH [Jenny can visit Ana or Betty]�
= �(a∨b)∧¬(�a∧¬�b)∧¬(�b∧¬�a) = �a∧�b

The same strengthening mechanism can be employed to derive the universal inference
for existential quantifiers in modalized contexts, an inference that is optional with
plain existentials (such as the simple indefinite a in English) and obligatory with FCIs
such as any. To illustrate our assumptions about FCIs, let us go through a concrete
example. We assume that universal FCIs are, at their base, existential quantifiers fol-
lowing, e.g., Aloni (2007), Chierchia (2013), Dayal (2013) and Szabolcsi (2019) and
pace Dayal (2004), Menéndez-Benito (2010) and Aloni (2019) (see Alonso-Ovalle
and Menéndez-Benito 2020 for a recent overview on free choice items). In the case
of a FCI like any friend, which we take to have the denotation in (21a), the relevant
scope configuration is one where the existential quantifier takes scopes above the
modal (see Chierchia 2013 for extensive discussion). The interpretation is provided
in (21b), which for a domain with three individuals, D = {A, B, C}, amounts to a
three-way disjunction, abbreviated as on the last line, where a, b, c stand in for the
corresponding propositions.

(21) Jenny can visit any friend.
LF: [any friend [λx [Jenny can visit tx ]]]

a. �any friend� = λP. ∃x∈D [friend(x) ∧ P(x)]

b. �Jenny can visit any friend� = ∃x∈D [friend(x) ∧�visit(Jenny, x)]
= �a∨�b∨�c

What sets FCIs (and more generally items that are polarity-sensitive) apart from plain
existentials is the obligatory activation of alternatives, which, in turn, triggers oblig-
atory exhaustification. The alternatives of existential quantifiers are taken to be sub-
domain alternatives: if the existential quantifies over a contextually relevant domain
D, the alternatives will be existential propositions where the domain variable is sub-
stituted with smaller domains D′, as in (22a). Using the same procedure as above
and the pre-exhaustified alternatives in (22b), we derive the strengthened universal
interpretation in (22c).

(22) a. Domain Alternatives: ∃x∈D′ [friend(x) ∧ �visit(Jenny,x)], where D′ ⊂D

⎧
⎨

⎩

�a∨�b∨�c�a∨�b �b∨�c �a∨�c�a �b �c

⎫
⎬

⎭
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b. Pre-exhaustified alternatives: EXH[∃x∈D′ [friend(x) ∧ �visit(Jenny,x)]]
⎧
⎨

⎩

�a∨�b∨�c�a∨�b∧¬�c �b∨�c∧¬�a �a∨�c∧¬�b�a∧¬�b∧¬�c �b∧¬�a∧¬�c �c∧¬�a∧¬�b

⎫
⎬

⎭

c. �EXH [Jenny can visit any friend]� = ∀x∈D [friend(x) → �visit(Jenny, x)]
= �a∧�b∧�c

This quick illustration shows how the existential meaning of a FCI gets strengthened
to a universal interpretation, using the same ingredients as those responsible for the
free choice inferences associated with disjunction.

3.2 Deriving the restricted distribution of FCIs

Let us now turn to the other defining property of FCIs, namely their restricted distri-
bution. Typical environments include possibility modals (as illustrated in the previous
section), generic statements and imperatives. Crucially however, they cannot occur in
episodic or necessity modal statements, as shown in (23):8

(23) a. *Yesterday, Jenny visited any friend.
b. *Jenny must visit any friend.

There are different proposals that can account for these distributional restrictions and
are compatible with the alternative-based approach to FCIs adopted here. The pre-
vailing intuition in the literature has been that FCIs require the presence of some kind
of modal element that leaves room for uncertainty or open-endedness with respect
to the individuals that make the sentence true. The key to the licensing of FCIs is to
ensure that, on the one hand, there is a modal(izing) operator in the sentence (which
is not the case in an episodic environment) and on the other hand, the resulting modal
claim is not too strong (which is what happens with a necessity modal). To obtain
this result, a number of accounts assume that FCIs are ruled out in cases where the
computation of the alternatives they activate would give rise to a contradiction (e.g.,
Dayal 2009; Menéndez-Benito 2010; Chierchia 2013) or would fail to satisfy a given
requirement imposed by FCIs, for example the requirement that the domain widening
associated with any lead to strengthening (Kadmon and Landman 1993; Aloni 2007).
A critical discussion and detailed comparison of these approaches can be found in
Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2020) (see also Chierchia 2013).

In what follows, we briefly discuss the theory of the licensing of FCIs adopted
by Szabolcsi (2019), which she extends to unconditional constructions (to which we
turn in Sect. 4). The restricted distribution of FCIs is attributed to the constraint repro-
duced in (24), a revised version of the Viability Constraint proposed in Dayal (2013),
which is itself based on the ‘Fluctuation’ requirement advocated in Dayal (2009).9

8As amply discussed in the literature on FCIs, these sentences can be rescued by the addition of a post-
nominal modifier, e.g., Yesterday, Jenny visited any friend that came to the party, a phenomenon dubbed
subtrigging (LeGrand 1975).
9The Viability Constraint proposed in Dayal (2013) is given in (i) below:
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(24) Viability Constraint (Szabolcsi 2019, p. 328)
∀q∈Alt(p) [�q ∧ �¬q]
[. . . FCI . . . ] is felicitous if each alternative proposition is true in some world
and false in some world.

According to this constraint, each alternative must be true in some but not all worlds.
In episodic sentences, namely in the absence of a modal operator, there is only one
accessible world, the world of evaluation. Accordingly, Viability cannot be satisfied
and the FCI is not licensed. What about modal contexts? Recall from the previous
section that the FCI takes scope above the modal (see (21)), meaning that the alter-
natives are all modalized. After exhaustification (assuming once again a domain with
three individuals D = {A,B,C} and the alternatives in (22)), the enriched meaning of
the modal statement looks as in (25a) for a sentence with a possibility modal and as
in (25b) for a sentence with a necessity modal.

(25) a. ∀x∈ D[friendw(x) → �visitw(Jenny, x)] �a∧�b∧�c
b. ∀x∈ D[friendw(x) → �visitw(Jenny, x)] �a∧�b∧�c

Consider the statement in (25a) first against the models in (26).

(26) W = {w1, w2, w3}; ∀w∈W, friendw = {A, B, C}

a. M1: jenny.visits= {〈w1,{A,C}〉, 〈w2,{A}〉, 〈w3,{A,B,C}〉}
b. M2: jenny.visits= {〈w1,{A,B,C}〉, 〈w2,{A,B,C}〉, 〈w3,{A,B,C}〉}
c. M3: jenny.visits= {〈w1,{A}〉, 〈w2,{B}〉, 〈w3,{C}〉}

In a model like M1, (25a) would be true but Viability would not be satisfied since
there is an alternative, namely �a, for which it does not hold given that A is true in
every world in this model, so the second conjunct of the Viability Constraint does not
hold for this alternative. Similarly for M2. No such problem arises in M3, however,
where the assertion is true and Viability is satisfied since for each alternative there
are worlds in which that alternative holds and worlds where it does not. Turning now
to a case where the FCI co-occurs with a necessity modal, it is easy to see that none
of the three models would work: the assertion is false in M1 and M3, and M2 does
not satisfy Viability for the reasons mentioned above. More generally, for a sentence
with the enriched interpretation in (25b), there is no model in which the strengthened
assertion and Viability can both be satisfied since they are incompatible with each
other.

(i) Viability Constraint on alternatives (Dayal 2013, p. 100)
[. . . FCI. . . ] is felicitous iff there exists a model M, world w, and a conversational background
g(w), such that each exhaustified alternative is true at w w.r.t. to some subset of ∩g(w).

Szabolcsi (2019) argues that the requirement that each exhaustified alternative be true in some world is
too strong. It would predict for instance that for a sentence with a FCI and a symmetrical predicate like
Any bishop may meet a bishop to be true, there would have to be a world where only bishop A meets a
bishop, which is intuitively false. This issue relates to a more general problem, namely the requirement in
certain theories of donkey anaphora for there to be a minimal situation that provides a unique antecedent
for the donkey pronoun. The version in (24) is essentially a way to weaken this requirement, by building
in a scalar component into the modal space relevant for the FCI, along the lines of Chierchia (2013).
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This briefly illustrates how Viability can be used to capture the intuition under-
lying the restricted distribution of FCIs, namely the fact that they require a plurality
of worlds across which alternatives can vary. In addition to overt modal auxiliaries,
among the operators that can provide the necessary set of worlds, we also find im-
peratives, generics, and aspectual and mood markers (see, e.g., Quer 2000, 2001;
Giannakidou 2001; Aloni 2007). We do not discuss here further how Viability is sat-
isfied in other environments licensing FCIs, and simply refer the interested reader
to Dayal (2013) and Szabolcsi (2019), as well as Chierchia (2013), for a different
alternatives-and-exhaustification implementation of a similar licensing constraint.

4 A compositional account of regular FCIs in unconditionals

In the previous section we showed how to derive the universal force of FCIs (via
exhaustification with respect to pre-exhaustified alternatives) and how to capture their
restricted distribution (via the Viability requirement on the alternatives associated
with the FCI). In this section, we build on Szabolcsi (2019) and extend this account
to unconditional structures, arguing that the distribution and interpretation of FCIs in
such structures can be derived in a parallel manner.

4.1 Spelling out the licensing requirements

Recall the basic intuition behind the interpretation of an unconditional as spelled out
by Rawlins (2008) among others: an unconditional amounts to the conjunction of as
many conditionals as there are individuals in the domain of the wh-based indefinite
(whoever in English, a FCI in Romanian). Specifically, a sentence like (27a) has the
same interpretation as the conjunction in (27b):

(27) a. Whoever comes, it will be nice.
b. If Ana comes, it will be nice, and if Betty comes, it will be nice, and if

Carla comes, it will be nice.

The existing approaches to the interpretation of unconditionals differ with respect
to the way they derive the relevant conditional propositions and the way they see
the connection between the adjunct clause in unconditionals and other wh-clauses,
namely interrogatives and free relative clauses (see Rawlins 2013 for a detailed com-
positional account, as well as Hirsch 2016; Šimík 2019; Gonzalez and Lohiniva 2020
for recent discussion of the relevant issues).

In this paper we adopt and adapt the approach to unconditionals put forward by
Szabolcsi (2019), who tailors her analysis of akár expressions in Hungarian to mirror
the analysis outlined earlier for deriving the universal interpretation of free choice
items in modal environments. The gist of her proposal is as follows: an uncondi-
tional denotes, at its core, an existential statement over conditional propositions, as
in (28a), and this existential statement undergoes obligatory exhaustification, deliv-
ering the enriched conjunctive interpretation schematized in (28b), representing the
conjunction of conditional propositions, as many as there are in the domain of the
disjunction/existential statement.
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(28) Whoever comes, it will be nice.

a. ∃p[p∈{λw. comesw(x)| x∈D} ∧ �(pw → it will be nicew)]
If Ana comes, it will be nice, or if Betty comes, it will be nice, or . . .

b. ∀p[p∈{λw. comesw(x)| x∈D} → �(pw → it will be nicew)]
If Ana comes, it will be nice, and if Betty comes, it will be nice, and . . .

We postpone a discussion of the compositional derivation for the next sub-section,
turning now instead to the following question: what is it about unconditionals that li-
censes FCIs? Our answer to this question is based on two assumptions. First, follow-
ing Szabolcsi (2019), we assume that Viability is checked at the level of the adjunct
wh-clause rather than at the level of the entire clause. Second, we take uncondition-
als to be inherently modalized contexts (a long-standing intuition in the literature on
unconditionals). Let us now discuss each of these two assumptions in turn.

In the theory we are assuming, the licensing of FCIs is determined by a require-
ment on the alternatives associated with the FCI, namely the Viability Constraint in
(24). Recall that Viability is evaluated at the level of the constituent containing the
FCI, which in the modal environments we considered amounts to checking it at the
matrix level. A FCI is licensed if we have models where both the (strengthened) as-
sertion and Viability are satisfied. Since unconditionals are more complex structures,
it is not straightforward to determine at what level this requirement is checked.

Szabolcsi (2019) argues that in unconditionals, Viability cannot be checked on
the conditional statement underlying each alternative, since if it were, for a sentence
like (28) this would end up requiring there to be worlds where if Ana comes, it will
be nice is true and worlds where it is not, i.e., worlds in which Ana comes and it
will not be nice. Intuitively, however, that is not what Viability seems to be after in
unconditionals. Instead, the variation seems to be only with respect to the alternatives
made available in the adjunct wh-clause, i.e., the antecedent clause of the relevant
conditional structure, thus requiring there to be worlds where Ana comes, and worlds
where she doesn’t.

The second key assumption we make is that unconditionals are inherently modal-
ized (see, e.g., Rawlins 2008, 2013 and the discussion in Sect. 2.2). In many lan-
guages, the adjunct wh-clause in an unconditional structure involves some form of
modality, which manifests itself either through the use of non-indicative mood (as
already shown in Sect. 2.2) or through the use of a tense or aspect form that conveys
modality. This is illustrated in the Romanian unconditionals in (29), with generic
present tense in (29a), imperfective aspect in (29b) or future tense in (29c).

(29) a. Orice
FCI

mănânc,
eat.1SG

mi-e
me-be.PRES.3SG

rău.
sick

‘Whatever I eat, I get sick.’
b. Orice

FCI

mâncam,
eat.IMPFV.1SG

mi-era
me-be.IMPFV.3SG

rău.
sick

‘Whatever I would eat, I would get sick.’
c. Oricine

FCI

va
FUT.3SG

veni
come

azi,
today

Ana
Ana

va
FUT.3SG

fi
be

bucuroasă.
pleased

‘Whoever is going to come today, Ana will be happy.’
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In fact, a similar modal inference is present in unconditional sentences that use an
episodic past. For example, just like with unconditionals in other languages (see (12)
for English), the adjunct clauses with the wh-based FCIs in the Hungarian or Ro-
manian sentences in (30) could not be followed by namely Paul, indicating that the
speaker is ignorant with respect to the identity of the individual who entered or came.

(30) a. Akárki
FCI

jött
came

be
in

az
the

imént,
just-now

nem
not

ismertem
recognized

meg.
PRT

‘Whoever entered a minute ago, I didn’t recognize her.’
b. Oricine

FCI

a
has

venit,
come

Ana
Ana

s-a
REFL-has

bucurat.
pleased

‘Whoever came, Ana was happy.’

The intuition is that sentences like (30) are interpreted by considering individuals that
for all the speaker knows came. This allows room for ignorance, meaning it leaves
open the possibility that the speaker may not have full knowledge concerning the set
of people who came. One way to formalize the obligatory presence of the modal in-
ference in (30) is to say that the adjunct wh-clause contains a covert modal.10 This
means that both unconditionals with the FCI oricine in (29c) and (30b) contain a ne-
cessity modal in the adjunct wh-clause and have the following interpretation (ignoring
tense).11

(31) ∀p [p∈{λw. �comew(x)| x∈D} → �(pw → happyw(Ana))]

How then is the FCI oricine licensed in this structure? If, following Szabolcsi (2019),
we assume that Viability is checked at the level of the adjunct clause, the set of
alternatives relevant for the satisfaction of Viability would be as in (32b).

(32) Viability Constraint for (31)

a. ∀q∈Alt(p) [�q ∧ �¬q]

b. Alt(p) = {λw.�comew(x)| x∈D} =

⎧
⎨

⎩

�a∨�b∨�c�a∨�b �b∨�c �a∨�c�a �b �c

⎫
⎬

⎭

Like before, assuming that the set of worlds compatible with the speaker’s beliefs
is W = {w1, w2, w3}, this condition would not be satisfied in M2, but it would be
satisfied in M3, as for each individual x in D = {A, B, C}, there are worlds where it’s
possible x came and worlds where it’s possible x didn’t come.

(33) a. M2: {〈w1,{A,B,C}〉, 〈w2,{A,B,C}〉, 〈w3,{A,B,C}〉}
b. M3: {〈w1,{A}〉, 〈w2,{B}〉, 〈w3,{C}〉}

10Szabolcsi (2019) alludes to the presence of a covert modal in unconditionals, but does not formally
implement this idea. Instead, she captures variation by resorting to quantification over world-event pairs,
without spelling out the details of the proposal.
11We abstract away from the fact that the necessity modal operator can quantify over worlds compatible
not only with the speaker’s (or the relevant agent’s) beliefs, but also their goals, wishes, preferences etc.
For more discussion on the issues raised by the use of covert modals to derive ignorance or free choice
readings for seemingly episodic sentences with various kinds of modal indefinites, see, e.g., Chierchia
(2013) and Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2015).
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Summarizing, the mechanism licensing FCIs in typical modal environments and in
unconditionals is similar, thus capturing the frequent use of FCIs in unconditionals
across languages. It uniformly requires Viability to be satisfied by a set of alternative
propositions created on the basis of the elements in the domain of quantification of
the FCI. In regular modal contexts, the relevant alternatives are obtained at the level
of the matrix clause. In the case of unconditionals, they are obtained at the level of the
adjunct wh-clause. Given that the analysis sketched above for unconditionals appears
to allow for the licensing of a FCI in a configuration involving a necessity modal, one
may wonder what the difference is with a sentence involving a necessity modal as in
(34), where the FCI is deviant. Recall from Sect. 3.2 that in the case of (34) we always
obtain a clash between the strengthened universal meaning of the FCI in (34a) and the
Viability requirement that each alternative in (34b) be true in some worlds and false
in others. (For presentational purposes we are assuming a two-membered domain
below.)

(34) *Jenny must visit any friend.

a. Strengthened statement: �a∧�b
b. Relevant alternatives for Viability: {�a, �b}

Why does no such clash occur in the case of unconditionals such as (35)? This hinges
crucially on the fact that the conjuncts making up the strengthened assertion, provided
in (35a), are not the ones against which the Viability Constraint is checked, provided
in (35b). This difference allows for there to be worlds where the alternatives in (35b)
are true and worlds where they are not, without it conflicting with the strengthened
interpretation in (35a).

(35) Oricine
FCI

a
has

venit,
come

Ana
Ana

s-a
REFL-has

bucurat.
pleased

‘Whoever came, Ana was happy.’

a. Strengthened statement: �[�a → p] ∧ �[�b → p]
b. Relevant alternatives for Viability: {�a, �b}

In other words, the richer structure of unconditionals makes it possible to avoid a
clash between the universal interpretation associated with FCIs and the Viability re-
quirement regulating their distribution. This may help explain why unconditionals
across languages prove to be such hospitable environments for FCIs (as we have al-
ready seen in Sect. 2.2).

4.2 Deriving the universal interpretation

We now turn to the compositional derivation of unconditional structures, focusing for
the time being on regular FCIs. Recall that we assume, with Szabolcsi (2019), that
the conjunction-of-conditionals interpretation of unconditionals comes about simi-
larly to the universal interpretation of other constructions involving FCIs, namely via
exhaustification of a disjunctive proposition with respect to a set of pre-exhaustified
alternatives; in the case of unconditionals, the pre-exhaustified proposition denotes
the disjunction of conditional propositions, as many as there are in the domain of
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the FCI. Assuming an underlying conditional representation, in order to derive the
disjunction-of-conditionals interpretation, the indefinite FCI must scope outside the
wh-adjunct island so as to turn it into an existential quantifier over propositions.

Before we turn to how exactly this is derived, we first illustrate how the wh-adjunct
combines with the consequent, which is interpreted as the consequent of a conditional
looking for an antecedent. Below in (36b) we provide the derivation of the uncondi-
tional in (36a). What is relevant at this step is that the exhaustification associated
with the FCI oricine, labeled EXHFCI below, takes place at the topmost level, turn-
ing the disjunction over conditional propositions into a conjunction over conditional
propositions.

(36) a. Oricine
FCI

va
FUT.3SG

veni,
come

va
FUT.3SG

fi
be

frumos.
nice

‘Whoever comes, it will be nice.’

b.

In order for the wh-adjunct clause to denote an existential quantifier, the FCI—an
existential—must receive exceptional wide scope. Here we depart somewhat from the
specifics of Szabolcsi’s (2019) proposal and instead adopt Demirok’s (2019) proposal
for deriving exceptional wide scope for indefinites in conditional structures; the main
difference between the two proposals concerns the internal composition of the wh-
adjunct (the antecedent) in the unconditional.

Demirok’s (2019) proposal for deriving this exceptional wide scope builds on a
recent proposal by Charlow (2019) (itself inspired by Dayal’s (1996) proposal for
scope marking in questions).

Demirok (2019) argues that “the essential part of generating exceptional scope is
syntactically turning the island into an existential quantifier” (p. 82), the island in our
case being the wh-adjunct containing the FCI. In order to accomplish this, a scope po-
sition must be created at the edge of the island, above which the existential FCI can
QR. At this point a set of propositions is created, which is turned into a scope-taker
via merge with an ∃-head. The crux of Demirok’s proposal takes question semantics
as a starting point, specifically the compositional tools for giving wh-phrases scope
outside the question nucleus. He builds on the indirect method of deriving sets of
propositions, as spelled out in Heim (2012) and Fox (2012) (see also von Stechow
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2000; Sauerland 1998). Adapting this approach to our case, we derive the excep-
tional scope of the existential FCI oricine, as illustrated in (38). A crucial piece in
the derivation is the interrogative complementizer responsible for creating the set of
propositions, ID, which has as its semantics (37).

(37) �ID� = λp〈s,t〉. λq〈s,t〉. p = q

(38)

As shown in (38), the sister of ID contains a propositional variable which is abstracted
over after the quantifying in of the indefinite, thus delivering the set of propositions
interpretation. Finally, the ∃-head is merged to deliver the existential quantifier over
propositions, which ultimately takes the consequent clause as an argument (shown
above in (36b) and omitted above), thus delivering the existential statement over con-
ditional propositions.

On the theory of FCIs we have adopted, the Viability Constraint (and similar con-
ditions posited in the literature) is a global requirement on sentences containing FCIs.
In Dayal (2009, 2013), Viability (or its predecessor, Fluctuation) is treated as a pre-
supposition that is triggered by the presence of an element like any, whereas in Sz-
abolcsi (2019) it is triggered by the particle akár that enters the composition of FCIs
in Hungarian. We have seen that for typical modal contexts this amounts to checking
Viability at the matrix level. For unconditionals, we have followed Szabolcsi (2019)
and argued in Sect. 4.1 that Viability needs to be checked at the level of the adjunct
wh-clause (rather than on the full conditional statement). To make this concrete, in
what follows we propose a compositional implementation of the Viability Constraint
by treating it as a presuppositional filter, as in (39a), merged at the level of the adjunct
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clause, below the ∃-head, as in (39b). Its contribution is simply to check that its sister
set satisfies the necessary viability condition.

(39) a. �VC� = λP〈st,t〉: ∀q∈ P [�q ∧ �¬q].P
b. [∃ [VC [λp [FCI [λx [[ID p] tx will come]]]]]]

The proposed implementation does not have any impact for the modal contexts con-
sidered in Sect. 3.2. It does however play a role in the context of the more complex
structure of unconditionals and, as we will see shortly, in the licensing of ADD-FCIs.

5 A compositional account of ADD-FCIs in unconditionals

In this section, we return to the puzzle introduced in Sect. 1, namely the following
contrast:

(40) a. {Oricine
FCI

/*orişicine}
ADD-FCI

va
FUT.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever is going to call today, I’m busy.’
b. {Oricine/

FCI

Orişicine}
ADD-FCI

ar
COND.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever may call today, I’m busy.’

As we have already provided the step-by-step derivation for (40a) with the regular
FCI oricine, our remaining task is to introduce our assumptions about the two ele-
ments that set apart the structure with the ADD-FCI in (40b), namely the infix şi and
the conditional mood. We argue that the presence of şi is responsible for the emphatic
meaning associated with ADD-FCIs and the obligatory use of the conditional mood.

5.1 The contribution of şi

In this subsection we discuss the contribution of the particle şi in ADD-FCIs and the
way it relates to its uses as a stand-alone particle. We argue that şi makes the same
contribution both as an infix and as a stand-alone particle and show how that comes
about.

Recall that şi can function as a conjunctive particle as in (41a), as an additive
particle as in (41b) and as a scalar particle as in (41c).

(41) a. Ana
Ana

a
has

mâncat
eaten

(şi)
ADD

salată
salad

şi
ADD

supă.
soup

‘Ana ate (both) salad and soup.’
b. Şi

ADD

Ana
Ana

a
has

mâncat
eaten

salată.
salad

‘Ana ate salad too.’
c. Şi

ADD

Ana
Ana

a
has

venit
come

la
to

petrecere.
party

‘Even Ana came to the party.’
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We argue that the baseline interpretation of the particle şi is that of an additive, with
the conjunctive and the scalar contribution derivable from it. The contribution of the
additive particle şi in (41b) is that someone else ate. Following Nicolae (2020) who
in turn builds on Mitrović and Sauerland (2016) and Szabolcsi (2017), we propose
that this additive inference can be derived via exhaustification of the assertion with
respect to its pre-exhaustified variant. The claim is that the alternative to şi p is EXH p,
its exhaustified variant, as illustrated in (42a) for the sentence in (41b). Since the al-
ternative EXH p, which amounts to p and nothing else, is stronger than p itself, it gets
negated, as in (42b). The result is the expected conjunctive meaning that both the host
proposition and an alternative to it are true: p and not only p. The intuition should be
clear: the use of the additive particle is meant to mark that an exclusive interpretation
was not intended.12 Note crucially that the only contribution of the additive particle
is to signal obligatory exhaustification with respect to a pre-exhaustified alternative
(EXHADD); it itself makes no other semantic contribution.

(42) EXHADD [şi Ana a mâncat]
let p = �Ana a mâncat�

a. Alt(�şi Ana a mâncat�) = {p, EXH p} = {p, p∧¬q}
where q∈Alt(�AnaF a mâncat�)

b. �EXHADD [şi Ana a mâncat]� = p∧¬ (p∧¬q) = p∧q

One of the main contributions of this paper rests on showing how the interpretation of
orişicine is compositionally transparent, such that the contribution of each morpheme
matches its contribution elsewhere. We have already established that the regular FCI
oricine, like anyone, makes two main contributions to the overall meaning: (i) exis-
tential quantification over individuals and (ii) obligatory exhaustification with respect
to its pre-exhaustified sub-domain alternatives (EXHFCI). Turning now to şi, we argue
that, like in its stand-alone incarnation, as an infix, şi makes no contribution to the
overall meaning except to signal obligatory exhaustification with respect to its pre-
exhaustified alternative (EXHADD). When it associates with an individual, as in the
example discussed above, the end result is additive. We argue that when it associates
with a quantifier, as part of the compound orişicine, its contribution is the widening
of the domain of quantification. We can derive this widening effect associated with
ADD-FCIs similarly to how we derive the additive effect for şi when it functions as
a stand-alone particle, with the only difference being that the associate is not an in-
dividual, but rather the domain variable on the quantifier. Intuitively, the reasoning
goes as follows: şi signals that the quantification should be not only over the domain
with which oricine associates, but over an additional domain as well, which amounts
to widening. This means then that the alternatives considered for the pre-exhaustified
alternative differ in the contents of the domain: while for the additive stand-alone şi
we are considering distinct individuals, in its use as an infix where it associates with
a quantifier we are considering distinct domains of individuals. We put forward the
LF in (43) as the underlying structure of an unconditional with an ADD-FCI, and
propose that EXHADD takes scope over EXHFCI.

12This is also entirely consistent with the observation that the use of additive markers is obligatory when
the additive presupposition is satisfied (Saebo 2004; Bade 2015).
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(43)

In (44) we go through the step-by-step derivation of the strengthened interpretation
contributed by EXHADD. In (44a) we start with the set of alternatives, the prejacent and
its exhaustified variant. The relevant alternative for calculating the exhaustified pre-
jacent differs only in terms of its domain value, and we claim that this domain, D′, is
distinct from and non-overlapping with the domain D with which the FCI oricine as-
sociates; in this sense, this mirrors what happens in the domain of individuals in (42)
where we consider an individual distinct from the associate of the additive particle.
Finally, in (44b) we calculate the final result of this exhaustification, which amounts
to universal quantification over a larger domain D′′, consisting of both D and D′.

(44) Let PD = {λw.�comew(x)| x∈D},PD′ = {λw.�comew(x)| x∈D′},
where D∩D′ = ∅ and D′′= D∪D′

a. Alt(�orişicine va veni, va fi frumos�) =
{∀p∈ PD �[pw → be nicew], EXH[∀p∈ PD �[pw → be nicew]]} =
{∀p∈ PD �[pw → be nicew], ∀p∈ PD �[pw → be nicew] ∧¬ ∀p∈ PD′

�[pw → be nicew]}
b. �EXHADD [orişicine va veni, va fi frumos]� =

∀p∈ PD �[pw → be nicew] ∧ ∀p∈ PD′ �[pw → be nicew] =
∀p∈ PD′′ �[pw → be nicew]

To recap, the presence of şi signals that the domain of quantification is a domain larger
than that corresponding to the regular FCI. The only way to increase the domain of
quantification is by including marginal entities, which by their very nature correspond
to entities not thought to be relevant or likely. This, in turn, explains straightforwardly
the emphatic meaning associated with ADD-FCIs, since the use of ADD-FCIs must
be associated with an appeal to a larger domain of individuals.
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Lastly, note that there are in principle two possible adjunction sites for EXHADD,
either below or above EXHFCI. We argue that the only way for EXHADD to strengthen
the interpretation is by adjoining above EXHFCI. If it were to adjoin below, namely
at a level where the interpretation corresponds to an existential quantifier, its con-
tribution would be vacuous and thus not licensed, assuming a system whereby only
strengthening instances of EXH are licensed (Fox and Spector 2018).

Summarizing, we have seen how the emphatic meaning associated with ADD-
FCIs can be derived from the semantic contribution of the infix şi, which we take to
be the same as when it is used as a stand-alone particle. This in turn has an effect
on the licensing of ADD-FCIs. Recall from the previous section that we argued that
the Viability Constraint should be encoded as a filter on the set of propositions which
make up the adjunct clause of the unconditional, repeated in (45), such that each
propositional alternative needs to be true in some worlds and false in other worlds.

(45) �VC� = λP〈st,t〉: ∀q∈ P [�q ∧ �¬q]. P

By encoding this in the underlying representation as a separate projection, the rele-
vant alternatives needed for computing the strengthened interpretation end up carry-
ing this presupposition as well, meaning that the final strengthened interpretation as a
whole carries the Viability presupposition. In other words, the widened set of propo-
sitions brought about by the ADD-FCI would need to satisfy Viability, a property we
argue to be responsible for the conditional mood requirement to which we now turn.

5.2 The mood restriction

Having shown what the meaning contribution of şi is, we can now focus on the condi-
tional mood, whose use is obligatory with ADD-FCIs and possible with regular FCIs,
as evidenced by the contrast between (46a) and (46b), repeated from above.

(46) a. {Oricine
FCI

/*orişicine}
ADD-FCI

va
FUT.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever is going to call today, I’m busy.’
b. {Oricine/

FCI

Orişicine}
ADD-FCI

ar
COND.3SG

suna
call

azi,
today

sunt
am

ocupată.
busy

‘Whoever may call today, I’m busy.’

In order to explain why ADD-FCIs require the conditional mood, we first need to un-
derstand its meaning contribution. Intuitively, the unconditional with the FCI oricine
in (46b) allows for the consideration of more, possibly unlikely, alternatives than
what we have in (46a) with the indicative future. To capture this intuition, we take
the contribution of the conditional mood to be similar to that commonly attributed
to the subjunctive mood. Specifically, we follow Schlenker (2005), who takes the
indicative to carry a presupposition that the worlds under consideration (the set of ac-
cessible worlds) are only those in the context set, and a non-indicative mood to carry
no such presupposition. The idea is that the conditional mood forces us to consider
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worlds outside of the context set, i.e., worlds not among the speaker’s alternatives,
even possibly counterfactual ones.13

The consideration of a larger set of worlds does not have any effect on the licensing
of regular FCIs: as long as for each alternative there are worlds where that alterna-
tive holds and worlds where it doesn’t, Viability is satisfied and the FCI is licensed.
The use of the conditional mood rather than the indicative future in (46) simply in-
dicates the availability of this larger set of worlds, a meaning effect that is perfectly
compatible with the use of a regular FCI.

What about ADD-FCIs? Why do they require the conditional mood then? The
source of the problem in (46a) seems to be the following: we have argued that the
additive şi forces us to consider an increased domain of quantification, which includes
remote or unlikely alternatives. For ADD-FCIs to be licensed, like for regular FCIs,
Viability needs to be satisfied. For the sentence in (46b), with the ADD-FCI, this
amounts to the constraint in (47) (where the subscript COND indicates the larger set
of worlds brought under consideration by the conditional mood).

(47) Viability Constraint for (46b)
∀q∈Alt(p) [�COND q ∧�COND ¬q]
where Alt(p) = {λw.�COND callw(x)| x∈D′′}

The intuition we pursue is that with the indicative mood there are no worlds in which
the unlikely/remote alternatives triggered by the use of şi are true (as indicated by the
fact that here we are talking about D′′ rather than D). This means that (47) would not
be satisfied in a model like M4, where there are no worlds where the individual D
(brought about by the presence of şi) does not call. In contrast, with the conditional
mood the modal space gets increased, leading to the consideration of more, possibly
unlikely worlds. This allows the alternatives associated with those individuals acti-
vated by şi to be true in some worlds and false in others, as in the toy model M5
below. Simply put, unlike the indicative mood, the conditional mood provides the
variation needed to satisfy Viability for the larger domain D′′.

(48) W = {w1, w2, w3}; D = {A, B, C};
WCOND = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5}; D′′ = {A, B, C, D}

a. M4: {〈w1,{A,D}〉, 〈w2,{B,D}〉, 〈w3,{C,D}〉}
b. M5: {〈w1,{A,B}〉, 〈w2,{B}〉, 〈w3,{C}〉, 〈w4,{D}〉, 〈w5,{B,D}〉}

If we think of the contribution of şi as widening the domain of individuals, then its
use has to be accompanied by the corresponding widening of the domain of possible
worlds. This cannot happen with the indicative mood in (46a), whose use restricts the
set of worlds to those in the context set. It can, however, happen with the conditional
mood in (46b), which explains its obligatory use with ADD-FCIs.

13See also the discussion in Silk (2022) in connection with the composition of weak necessity modals like
ought. Quer (2001) also presents a similar analysis of the subjunctive mood in Catalan and Spanish, as
does Howell (2012) for the French conditionnel.
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6 Summary and open issues

Taking stock, in this paper we brought to light a new free choice paradigm, namely
ADD-FCIs. We showed that they display a previously unobserved internal composi-
tion (i.e., DISJ+ADD+WH) and are restricted to unconditionals employing the condi-
tional mood. We provided a compositional account of their meaning, couched in an
alternatives-and-exhaustification framework, and we attributed their more restricted
distribution to a requirement brought in by the additive particle şi, which combines
with the regular (DISJ+WH) FCI and leads to the consideration of a quantificational
domain which includes marginal entities. We argued that this translates into an em-
phatic meaning, which in turn explains the mood requirement, given that the condi-
tional mood lets us consider remote worlds, which is necessary in order for Viability
to be satisfied and thus for the ADD-FCI to be licensed.

Going forward, there are a number of questions and open issues. An obvious ques-
tion arises: what about sentences like (49), where the conditional mood is present, but
the ADD-FCI is outside of an unconditional structure?

(49) %Aş
COND.1SG

vorbi
talk

cu
with

orişicine
ADD-FCI

la
on

telefon
phone

acum.
now

‘I would talk to anyone on the phone right now.’

Our analysis predicts these to be acceptable. As mentioned in Sect. 1, there is speaker
variation with respect to the acceptability of ADD-FCIs in these contexts, but the
extent of this variation is still a matter of empirical investigation. However, it is im-
portant to note that even for speakers who accept (49), the unconditional variant is
a better licensor for ADD-FCIs. No such contrast can be observed for regular FCIs.
The question then is regarding what it is about unconditionals that makes them such
hospitable environments for ADD-FCIs.

We do not have an answer to this question at this point, but this is clearly a broader
question about the semantics of unconditionals, which goes beyond ADD-FCIs. More
generally, there is growing cross-linguistic evidence that unconditionals act as licen-
sors of various otherwise ruled out configurations, a tendency which emphasizes
the need for a better understanding of the properties of unconditionals. In addition
to ADD-FCIs, other examples discussed in the literature include indeterminates in
Japanese, which normally need a particle like -ka/-mo to acquire a quantificational
meaning, but must occur bare in unconditionals, as shown in (50) (see Hiraiwa and
Nakanishi 2020 for details).

(50) Dare-ga
who-NOM

ko-yooga(-*mo/*ka),
come-SUBJ-MO/KA

Taro-wa
Taro-TOP

yorokob-u
please-PRES

daroo.
will

‘Whoever comes, Taro will be pleased.’

The same is true of Spanish doubling structures, like those in (51), which do not
seem to be allowed elsewhere in the language besides unconditionals (more recently
analyzed in Šimík 2019).

(51) Venga
come.SUBJ.3SG

quien
who

venga,
come.SUBJ.3SG

estaré
be.FUT.1SG

contento.
happy

‘Whoever comes, I’ll be happy.’
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These constructions, like ADD-FCIs, involve alternative-triggering existentials. In or-
der to explain the mechanisms underlying the licensing of the examples in (50)-(51),
we need to determine how alternatives get introduced and how they combine in
unconditionals, versus other related structures, e.g., conditionals, questions or free
relatives. We hope that a closer cross-linguistic investigation of the behavior of
free choice elements in unconditionals can further our understanding of these is-
sues.

Another area for future research concerns the contribution of particles to free
choice and polarity-sensitive paradigms across languages. The next step in this
project is to extend the analysis developed for ADD-FCIs in this paper to the mor-
phologically similar free choice elements described in Sect. 2.1, where the relevant
particle combination does not occur at the word level but rather at the phrase level,
e.g., German wer auch (immer) lit. ‘who also always’ and Dutch wie (dan) ook lit.
‘who then also’ or wie ook (maar) lit. ‘who also only’. They constitute an interesting
intermediate step between the morphologically close unit represented by ADD-FCIs,
where the particles function as affixes, and the uses of these elements as stand-alone
particles. Their investigation can insightfully contribute to a uniform analysis of these
particles across their various uses.
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